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Micro-Electronics and Vocational.Training
in the European CommunitX•
Report by Chris Hayes

•

Associates~

Summary
51~

The subject was first raised at the European Council in November
1979 and subsequently discussed by the Standing Committee on

Employment in February 1980 and the Consultative Committee for
Vocational Training in March 1980e

This rsport is intended to

contribute to a more detailed discussion of that Committee in

July 1980o
52.

1,2~)

(Paras

Most of the existing reports deal with employment in the sense of
j6b losses which may result from the widespread introduction of
some explore its impact on different sectors

micro-electronics;
of the economyo
53.

(Para

3~)

Available forecasts are of limited use both because of the lack
of data on current manpower stocks and shortfall, as well as the
I

inability to define precisely a qualitative change before it has
actually occurredo
54.

{Paras

4-6~)

The report does not explain the technology of micro-electronics
but only refers to

~ts

capacity to substitute intellectual activity

and to its immense flexibility.
S5o

(Paras 7-9e)

The logic of cthe next steps of technological development mean
that circumstances

~re

now favouring a European initiativse

The main accent should be on softlJJarav peripherals and applicat5.on 11

although there should also ba a European
(Paras 10-13o)

~chip' manufactu~e~

., i i -

56.

57.

There is nothing aut.CJrrlnt3.r.:. :-::Jo rt. ouch c development.
To succeed,
a Eu~opean response need8 r· 3tratqgy in which manpowe~ plays an
integral part together w~th technological and financial measures.
We have to unders·:.;c-nd, thSJ process of change in the demand for
labour even though we. ca:·mot make accurate forecasts (Paras 14-16.)

f.

The penetration of micro-electronics has shifted emphasis onto
more intangiblQ qualities which are at present rarely considered
Annex 1 describes these
as industrial or comm~rcial skills.
qualities as they apply to the electronics industry itself.
Traditional industries need to develop a capacity for expressing
their demand in micro-electronic terms.

sa.
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(Paras 17-20.)

Despite.the immediate social repercussions of the introduction
of micro-processors, in the long term we must anticipate much
more basic and profound changes in occupational structure.
· (Paras 21-24.)

59.

Despite fears of polarisation, there is no basis for assuming
an overall decline in skill utilisation or development.
There
is however,·a shift in emphasis f'rom the carrying out of tasks
to performance monitoring.
(Paras 25-27.)

510.

Occupational mobility has been an important factor contributing
to American and Japanese success in adopting the new technology.
However, an adequate education and training policy would encourage
European participation while maintaining our social traditions.
(Paras 28-30. )

511.

Training policies
term they need to
getting what they
adult information

.

should be integrated in concept.
In the short
build up micro-electronic uaers' aepactty tor
need.
This needs to be reinforced by general
caapaigna. · (Parae 31..32.)
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512.

Mo~G

smriously many oooup~tional profilss uagd for vocational
education and training will lose their relevance because the
occupations will have disappeared or changed out of all recognition.
Meanwhile,

Serious planning for this process ought to start now.

secondary schools can take some immediate measures to familiarise

•

young people with some outward

a~pects

of the new technology.

(Paras 33-35.)
513.

In the medium and longer term the new technology will reduce the
distinctions between work skills and life skills and this will
have important consequences on the aims of school.

It will also

clarify the division of responsibility between the public provision
for education and. training and employer responsibility for job
specific training.
514.

(Paras 36, 37.)

There will be varying effects on different sections of society.
Opportunities for women should become much more equal.
(Paras 38, 39.)
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Micro-Electronics and Vocational Training

in the European Community.
Report by Chris Hayes Associates.
Introduction
1.

•

On 26 February 1980 the Standing Committee on Employment
considered the communication from the Commission on
"Employment and the' New Micro-Electronic Technology"(,)
which had been prepared in response to the discussion at
the European Council in Dublin on 29 November 1979 and
the Commission's paper "European Society faced with the
challenge of New Information Technologies:
Response"( 2 ).

2.·

A Community

In the paper on employment the Commission undertook to
prepare, amongst other measures, a summary of the training.
requirements of the new technology based on an opinion of
the Consultative Committee on Vocational Training.

This

Committee gave preliminary consideration to this quest.ion
when it met on 19 March 1980 and agreed to a full
discussion at its next meeting on 2-3 July 1980.

This

paper is intended to contribute to the debate.
3.

Over the last few years a stream of official and commissioned
reports as well as many private and academic studies have
appeared in virtually all countries of the Community.
We gladly acknowledge that some of the ideas expressed in
this paper have been developed in sympathy with and drawn
inspiration from ~hess various reports( 3 ). They each
tend to concentrate on specific

aspects,~either

finance,

technology or employment or on the social and broad

1
( )Commission of the European Communities COM (80) 16 final.
2
( )commission of the European Communities COM (79) 650 final.
( 3 )Annex 2 lists the most significant of these publications. However,
more pragmatic analysis, based on action research has in many cases
.
'
not been publ~shed(see para 31).
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In the
educational implications of micro-electronics.
analyses of the impact on employment, the main attention
has focused on work structures, and mora especially nn

•

the possible loss of jobs.

But the conseqttences fol·

education and training, if they are considered in any

•

detail, are seen to be adaptive, ieee what kind of

t~alning

is needed in ordBr to facilitate the introduction of the
new

tt~chnology.

HuuJover 11 it ia in tho nature of the

far reaching technological changes that their

detailed

outcomes are difficult to predict and that, as a consequenc~,
specific training requirements for employment growth
cannot be accurately forecast - either in numbers
or in specific competencies (qualifications)*
4.

This is because supply is always described i.n terms of
the output of the formal education and training syetemsf

whereas in practics, the existing occupational supply has
come from internal labour markets 9 and the majority of

entrants to Op W8rk have already acquired their skills
outside the education system * e

Although estimates and

projections at both the general and sector levels have
been made, they are only reli6ble as a means to identify,

rather than quantify, clearly impending imbalances;
they can dq no more than point to the direction in which
remedial action will clearly be

naedsd~

More specific

conclusions of shortage and surplus in an industry ox
occupation cannot be made without accurate data on the
size of the existing manpower stock involved and currant
shortfalls~

countriese

•

So

This evidence is not available in many

**

Thora is a further problem of forecasting in that much

of the manpower requi.red by the micro-electronics sector is
but part of a bigger

popul~tion

of similar charactaristicse

The population of electronics/systems-based occupations ts
widely distributed across tha computer and the electronicc
industries generally, and there are in addition sizeable

·If-

Annex 2, no 37.
**Annex 2, nos 10 and 37.
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I

proportions employed in, for example, PTT Telecommunications,
transportation, the armed-forces and academic and research
institutions.

This proliferation in demand from different

•

industries will probably grow even wider with the increasing
adoption of

technology, but the pattern of

micro-procasso~

•

manpower utilisation by these and other "new user" sectors,
and their key personnel needs are as yet impossible to

identify.
6.

We have therefore described in some detail* the skills and
competencies now required by the new technology, but which
are also becoming increasingly significant both as a
component in other occupational profiles and also as the
characteristics of newly emerging jobs in the changing
structure of employment.

They can be seen as a step

towards a definition of the learning objectives by which
existing training ln the electronics industry could be

I

\.

measured, but also because they indicate the extent to
which we shall have to modify our perceptions of deskilling
(dequalification) and recognise the value at work of .
competencies which have traditionally been more closely
associated with activities outside employment.

The

central feature of this 'new' skill of process-operating,

!

i
l

~

t

!
I

t

at all

level~,

is decision-making.

The Significance of Micro-Electronics

II

i
r·

7.

There are some

e~cellent
, I

summaries on the nature of the

,

new technology, the structure of the electronics industry
and the range of its applications+.
It should therefore
be sufficient to refer here only to a few salient
implications of this particular advance in technology.

*See

Annex 1 to this paper.

+ror example, see Annex 2, nos 1, 31.

!
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!
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t

•
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a.

Micro-electronics is part. of the process of evolution in
computer technology.

However, while previous patterns

of development can be seen as having extended the application
of the physical functions of the human body, the emphasis
I

of this new techhology is as a substitution of intellectual
It is not that new machines have been invented,
but the fact that brains can now be added onto existing
machines that is so important.

As it is a technology of

control, it can be used in all situations where the
transmission, creation and processing of data are required,
whether this takes place as a physical or a mental process.
It is precisely because micro-processors and micro-computers
no longer need to operate in an exclusively

~umerical

world

1!

that their impact will have increasingly

per~~sive

social

t~;

and intellectual effects (in a way similar tq that once
exerted by the small electric motor).

b-

The ~irst paper on

micro-processors ever published by IBM descrJbed the device
f

as a "reconfigurable" circuit, significant bpcausa it could
be tailored to fit any application simply by!changing the
software (or altering the programme).

It is this flexibility,

1

combined with a staggering cost reduction, that has generated
l

its multiplier impact on a wide range of other technology,
and so given a new dimension and significance to the overall
structure of the labour force.

The need to increase

training in existing technologies in order to catch up with,
utilise and maintain the advances that have been made
possible with micro-processor technology is also essential
for social and economic development.
Although this is not a technical paper on micro-electronics,

•

it is important to understand both the present and future
economic significance of the silicon chip.,

Tha.t its

widespread introduction will make changes in job conte:···.
inevitable is wall known, but the lack of specific

k;-~ot:.:.,

and information on the nature of these changes haft : :_

a prevailing fear that the widespread introductin'

'-';idge

:·nf..;~.-ated

~·

the

-sI

new technology will gradually lead to both the deskilling
of indiyiduals and the disappearance of jobs, in the same

way that industrialisation, while placing a new premium
on the innovative and technical skills of those who
designed and made machinery, fragmented the role of a
craftsman into those of production operatives and machine
mindars*•
The hostile atmosphere of this social response
means that the training implications cannot be restricted
to technical and economic analysis, and proper assessment
must include an appreciation of various social and
political dimensions which may well be acting as antagonistic
A manpower strategy must include a general
forces.
programme of information and education designed to allay
these fears and suspicions and to improve the.status and
the standing of micro-processor technology, and many
~
journalists and other individuals have already begun such
initiatives.
Mo~e specifically, the require~ents for
education and training policy must be seen in two separate
perspectives.
There is the immediate and short-term
implication of the festooning of existing equipment ~ith
micro-electronic components and the gradual substitution
of electro-mechanical controls by micro-processor devices.
Then there are the medium and long-term training needs for
a labour market that has completely incorporated the
micro-processor, whose characteristics we must anticipate
even if we cannot predict.

•

I

•

i

i

I

*This

susp1c1on has been graphically described by Wassily leontieff,
11
the 1979 Nobel Prize economist.
To believe that workers replaced
by machines will eventually firid jobs in tha·construction of these
same machines is equivalent to thinking that horses replaced by
motor cars were able to find jobs in various branches of the auto
industry."

A Eurqpaan Strategy
10.

It is widely believed that the American and Japanese success
in exploiting technological innovation can be explained at
least in part by the initiatives taken by their governments
to encourage the development and application of micro-electronics.
It is also clear that the long term economic survival of the
European countries depends on their ability to adapt to the
I

new technology, and this has resulted both in "awareness"
or "introduction" campaigns by governments anxious to
promote industrial conversion.
There are also demands from
industry for better government training provision to alleviate
the shortages of suitably skilled and qualified manpower.
What is in doubt, however, is whether an individual response
by each member country can be adequate to compete with
American and Japanese domination of the industry.
11.

It happens that several technical factors make this a
particularly

o~portune

moment for action on a European scale.

It is now likely that the basic character of silicon chip
fabrication - diffusion, ion implantation and photolithography will continue to be used for the foreseeable future * and it
has certain characteristics which are very clears(i)

levels of integration will continue to pack
,I

still higher densities onto the chip;
(ii)

manufacturing equipment, especially electrobeam
lithography, will become more expansive, making
entry into production more capital intensive;

(iii)

*See

Annex 2, no 39.

software will become more and more important.
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12.

These characteristics mean that some of the advantages which
used to be with the us, and to a lesser extent Japan, are
now beginning to shift a little in Europe's favour.+
1.
The 6 relative dollar weakness has encouraged European
acquisition ' through investment and funds of the financial
scale requfred are now more easily available to the
large European companies like Siemens or St. Gobain
Pont-a-Mousson, or to those with government assistance
like Inmos in the UK.
2.

The main market pull now comes from telecommunications,
teletext, energy supply and utilisation, office
automation, automobiles ate., rather than almost
exclusively from space, military and computers, and
it is in these industries that European participation
and world market shares are still

3.

signi~icant.

With the main thrust of development now~behind
application, it is now becoming more im,ortant to
keep design, manufacturing and marketin~ teams together,
so·the European tradition of stability fs assuming some
of the significance that used to be attached to'mobility.

4.

Software requirements

are~increasing,

and Japanese and

American companies have always relied extensively on
European expertise in this field.

It is often forgotten

that, in contrast with the cost of the chips themselves,
the software·components and the sensors and actuators
that make the micro-processors intelligent are rapidly
rising in cost* •

More and more chip suppliers are

now beginning to provide standard modules of "solid~

state software" to be strung together by the equipment
manufacturers to suit the requirements of individual
customers.

s.

The novel requirements of micro-electronic applications
also require extensive research into developing new
high-level computer language and innovative machine

*tWhile

the world electronics industry (estimated in 1979 to be'worth $135 Bn)
is now entirely dependant on chips, they account for less than S% in value
of its finished products.

+Sea Annex 2, no 40.

•
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I

architectureot

Both of these disciplin8s have b8en

areas of European leadership end
The pot.ential status

of

origin~tity.
~.::..;

European participat.ion

significant, and there are already indigenous

man~facturers

as well as several examples of joint ventura and
US companies0

therefore

li~ence

Our present disadvantage of a late

with

ent~y

into

the technology is not as great as it might be.
13.

With all our national differences, the merrber countries or

the Community remain closer to a European model than to
that of either Japan or the US.

We must develop a formula

that enhances and exploits our slight technical strengths

by emphasising out traditional superiority in application
technology, although it remains important
.

tha~

become capable of producing and controlling

I

we elsa

o~r

supplies~

own

•f

It would be foolish to rely on the

continuing~availability

of imported chips when their present

manufact~rers

experiencing a relative decline in profits.

are

::--Although

the techniques and methods of production are W,nlikely to
changet the structure of the industry itself

is

adapt to changing commercial circumstances.

bound to
It is

possible that the main semi-conductor houses will expand
by vertical integration into systems supply - this has

bean the pattern of development in many more traditional
sectors.

However, it is equallY possible that the

electronics industry could respond to a demand similar
to that experienced by the computer industry, by diversifying
into areas of specialist client;-orientated development, uri th
emphasis on marketing and application skills.
14.

It. is crucial to reaLise that neither option in

deve.lopmen1~

is technologically inevitable, and that both are

t8chnic:~.:....

and financially feasible$

impL~(·~:· r·, ,_ i'!3

But for Europe their

are very different - if the electronics industry dive·'"·; f i.r
into specialist user-orientated application, Europe:"
manufacturers and suppliers can probably compete ; ,

::~··'~"1d

J
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market demands.

However, vertical integratioM a"d

systems standardisation by the large foreign manufacturers
will limit our independence and compound many of our
industrial weaknesses.
exploitinQ

Europe~~

Although the opportunity for

potential is greater than it has been

previously, it would need a concerted European attempt to maximise
this advantage, and the Community could perhaps play some
part in supporting such action.

We can only benefit from

the new technology if we participate fully in determining

the direction of its impact and development - we have to
take the initiative to ensure that technological growth
in Europe is symbiotic and not parasitic.

To succeed,

a European response needs a strategy in which manpower
plays an integral part together with technological and
financial
15.

measures~

There are two inte.r-related aspects to this strategy the content of education and training and the timescale
over which policies are deployed.

The challenge presented

by the micro-electronic 'revolution' requires a considerable
development of our long-term education and training systems,
which must be achieved without abandoning their underlying
quality of continuity and their dependence on certain
social values.

Even though our response will not be

training-led, edpcation and training policy must be able
to anticipate rather than simple react and the transition
period presents problems of a different nature to those that
will prevail in the longer term.

We have to understand

the substance of possible changes in the demand for labour
sufficiently well to delineate accurate training objectives
although we cannot measure or specify these requirements.

i'.

·-~'''
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Changing Demands in the Labour Market
16.

The electronics industry has its own new demands for
specialist labour.

But it is also significant

a~

a new supplier

of its products to the traditional manufacturing industries
to whom it offers both alternative and new equipment
components, as well as new products and components.
These changes in the nature and the structure of production
require new skills and will make others obsolescent, and
there will be further changes in the structure of employment
caused by the new information and control systems now being
offered to both manufacturing and the service

sector~

Finally, there are new electronic products and services
competing directly in the market, and although some of
these consumer-orientated applications may seem trivial,
they will have repercussions on the general education and
awareness in soCiiety as a whole that will inf"-uance the
impact of training policy.

(Sea Table 1.)

The electronics industry
17.

There are many complaints of chronic shortages of

::.~uitably

skilled and qualified manpower at all levels within the
electronics industry, but it is important to stress that
these sorts of shortages are probably normal in a rapidly
developing and innovative sector, and that most vocational
training~

job * •

to be successful, must still take place on the

This requirement however demands the recruitment

of high calibre staff with good basic standards cP
and vocational education, who can be deoloyed

*A detailed

flex~b1~

and specific a.r:alysi.s of the existing atructur ,
and the skills and competencies no111 required in the \U:V '

is available as Annex 1,

,,
I

ge~eral

in

. toyment,
· · ··r::.t' s of job a,

...

-

..

- 11 -

Table 1
Labour demand is affected by the relationship between
the electronics industr and the rimar
seconder and
tartiar sectors as well as societ the market.

Electronics
Industry

Production Equipment
Parts;
Servicing/Maintenance
Product Parts

Production Equipment
Parts;
Servicing/Maintenance

i

Information
Systems

1
.

;
'

Secondary
Manufacture

Primary +
Semi-manuf. goods

Tertiary
Services

1

1
New Products

Added Services

Electronic
Products

l

'l
~

.

!

i

1

!
I
ti
I

I
Society/the Market

Work structures, job content and competencies* are affected by
deliberate choices in the design and application of electronic
systems.
:I

*qualifications

'l'.... -- ..
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I

opportunities;

11

W.hich means that training in the electronics,

like other industries, will have to become concerned to a
much greater extent with the external constraints in the
labour market, i.e. the general level of education and
competence from which appropriate skills can be developed
as necessary.

In fact, many of these competencies are

very similar to those already required in the manufacture
and design of traditional equipment and components, althougt1
the working environment and terminology is often very
different* •
18.

However, there is one new dimension of training in the
electronics industry where failure has been conspicuous,
and that is recognising the importance of organisati.-on aa
well as information.

Current systems design and analysis

has focused attention only on the information flow to be
automated while ignoring the structures, roles and job
design that are the organisational mechanisms which
and adjust these activities+.

~xecute

This weakness has been

the source of many of the problems assoicated with

** ~

computerisatio~l

Traditional industry
19.

tor manufacturing industry there is the challenge of a
new supplier, and in most cases the first impact of microprocessors will be as an option or alternative to existing
resources and production methods.

Their application in

industry is likely to proceed piecemeal, with substitution
of existing plant taking place as it becomes necessary
or viable.

Industry is alraady being offered new cont,

mechanisms, new electroni6 components for established

*•

OpCit IMS (no 37)o

+See Annex 2, no

**See

Annex 2, no

21~
8~

'-'~--
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products and new methods of maintenance.

This means

new and additional areas of knowledge and experience will
be required by those responsible for purchasing and

Employers will need designers

investment decisions.

who can see the use of, and who can incorporate electronic
components;

plant engineers who can use new equipment;

and marketing departments capable

pf assessing potential

A,.

denvand and relating i.t to new opportunities.

there is

nothing~new

Although

in this process of industrial

adaptation, it is the scale and pervasiveness of the new
technology which sets it apart from previous experience.
20.

The teething problems of communication between the electronics

industry and the rest of manufacturing industry - and in
fact the tertiary sector

are rooted in a sort of

credibility gap, and it is particularly important to
educate industry, commerce and services in the ability
to specify their needs in terms understood by those working
in the electronics industry, or they will come to be
dominated by it.

Because the electronics industry

h~s

a desire to sell systems and hardware which has the
largest market potential, buyers - unless they are from
very large enterprises - will find themselves restricted
to systems which have not been designed round the objectives
of their organisation. *

As a consequence these objectives

may be perverted to meet the needs of the system.

In

particular, systems designers in the electronics industry
are not usually concerned with the impact of their systems
on their client's labour fore~.
fo meet this challenge
needs training effort, extending to many levels of management
and the workforce, to make it possible for

enterpris~s

.to

specify their requirements without having to rely on the
advice of

*ror

outsid~rs.

example, see Annex 2, no 21.

~

1 1

.

,,.,,,.... r
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21.

These changes in the demand for labour must be viewed in
In the longer term we must
two different perspectives.
expect more basic and profound changes in occupational
structure.

In fact, a production environment that has

assimilated the full impact of micro-electronics will be
unrecognisable in terms of present occupational and laLour
Moreover, the new goods and markets

market definitions.

of such a structure will demand new services whose nature
cannot be anticipated.

But the problems of industrial

adaptation will first have to be solved in the short term,
and it is the immediate practical problems of transition
that now present the real obstacles to adopting the new
technology.

22.

Although one of the startling characteristics of silicon
technology has been its rapid development, the actual
speed of its application has been consistently over-estimated.
Like the national governmen'ts, individual companies assess

their eagerness to be involved not only in terms of returns
on investment but also with regard to internal concerns
and labour problems - altering work systems has many other
repercussions.

Adaptive retraining is relatively easy,

and is usually supplied by the new equipment

manufacturers~

But by changing skill requirements and indeed occupational
categories, the

n~w

technology can present negotiators with

potential disruption to existing pay structures - for
exampley establishing the differentials between sacrel;aries,
typing pool staff, word processing operators and telex
operatorss

(In f~ct, as the proportion of labour costs

continues to be reduced more radically, there will probably
be an upward pull an wages - in an operation where downtime
costs are prohibitive, rates of pay will become less imp0rt 1t
than the guarantee of continuity.)

The source of the

problem, however, lies in the worker who has been mads
redundant.

.c

···-:d.
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23.

Understanding

th~

real nature of the long-term impact is

difficult when unemployment is still defined in terms of
industrial categories rather than occupational skill
groupings.

Questions of the changing structure as well

as level of employment are intricately bound, and although
there is no real agreement on the extent of the permanent
employment effect, * these predictions have focused attention
on what course of action is desirable to solve the problem
of structural unemployment.

The most common concern is
that the impact of micro-electronics on manuracturing and
tertiary sector employment is taking place at a time of
severe conjunctural problems, of both structyral and
,,

demand defic:i.ent unemployment that is
into the 1980's.

likely~to

persist

The introduction of·automltion in the
t

1960's tended to be in growth industries, an~ because it~
introduction generated much additional admin~strative,
clerical and technological
effort, its adver~e
effect on
:
'l
numbers employed ~as often much smaller thanloriginally
feared - or hoped.

But now firms are re-equipping to

improve profit margins, without the prospect of rapid
growth, and different types of increasingly sophisticated
automation are displacing some highly skilled jobs machine tool setting, draughtsmanship, colour matching,
maintenance.

However, it is in many of these areas

that skills have already been in short supply·for
some time.
24.

It is very important to stress that it is unrealistic to
hope that the present tertiary sector will automatically
absorb displaced labour.

The service industry includes

in fact a miscellany of jobs - banking, insurance, repair
and distribution are all essentially part of the market
economy, providing auxiliary services for industry and
other productive sectors and are particularly vulnerable
to micro-electronics.

*Annex

2, nos 31, 24,

2~.~

The rest - personal services such

~-~-,·------,.~---~~~·'-~-··•t........._........._
•
_

_....:.-.:f..--•

----=--~~.:~~'·,..._..,;,t-"i--:
,_~Jf~--,,
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as catering and hotels, education, construction and.
medical care are less susceptible to labour shrinkage
and it has been suggested that despite measures to curtail
public investment, renewing expenditure in these fields
may be an important part of employment policy.
25e

Although there are many cases where an increasing need
for auxiliary electronic education and experience represents
a trend towards

11 job

enrichment' (double-metier) it is not

clear to what extent this will also apply to many jobs below
management levels.

For some jobs, it is possible that

operator practice will be confined to the *gats-keepers'
of a system which requires only minimal keyboard skills.
Word processors are a well publicised and compelling example

of this

1

Because terminals and other peripheral

trend~

equipment used to be so expensive, only a small number of
employees were trained to operate a limited number of
terminals on a continuous basis.

This usually meant that

it was the most competent secretary/clerk who was made
responsible for the keying functions of the new word.
processor, whatever consequences this may have had for

her job
268

~atisfaction

or the deterioration of her skills.

But although particular cases have caused legitimate
concern about the potential for deskilling (dequalification),
the socio-technical rastx·aints on efficient performance and

the design and structure of jobs will now require much more
attention, and there is no real basis for assuming an overall.
decline in skill utilisation.

rn

discussions about the

polarisation of skills attention is often focused on
traditional, technical or manual skills such as can be

faun~

in mecha'lical and electrical engineering, the construction
industry and in aoma ertisan occupations*
1',

that work tasks which do not require these

It is implie::
convention~\

skills are therefore classified aa unskilled (or sel'l·~ ·-·~·:>~:.i1Jad},
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the classic example being work on assembly lines.
However, just as many white collar jobs demand competencies
of a different kind from manual skills, so other more
generally abstract competencies will play a significant
Just because the
part in operating the new technology.
pace of work is not constant, and those employed on it
do not

ap~ear

less demanding

busy, this does not imply its nature is
no~

its scope more

restricted~

ftl

27.

The impact of micro-electronics will have different effects
in various sectors, and so on particular forms of work
organisation and skills.

Despite the trend towards vertical

integration of the electronics manufacturers, and their
initial success in end-product market penetration, they
still have to rely on the expertise of
developing applications - for example,

l
manufa~turers
I

toymak~rs
l

in

have a

sense for what makes a good toy which is deni,d to the
semi-conductor houses.

'
Even in those industnies
where
~~

the initial impact has been greatest, extansiia industrial
training will still be necessary to renew and~maintain the
~-~

~·

competence and flexibility necessary for process rather
than the more static occupational skills.
a shift

~n

This will mean

emphasis from the carrying out of tasks to

performance monitoring, with an increased need for multidisciplinary working and interaction.

In fact, the

emerging occupational structure has been likened to that
of an onion* , in which the bulge occurs at the middle level
of skill, and this is more closely related to the normal
distribution of abilities than is that of the pyramid.
Job profiles will be subject to constant

chang~

which

will require some changes in our notion of 'basic' education;
what used to be seen as 'up-market' skills will now become
necessary at alm?st all levels of employment - the ability
to concentrate and attention to details have been specified
as two such characteristics.

Sadler, "Social Implications of' Automation", I.~ech.E. Proceedings,
Vol. 186 (12/72).

*P.

....

.

.
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28.

It is generally agreed that the new technology requires
from the labour force a broader skill base and the ability

•

to develop and learn new skills •

This is in fact what is

usually understood as 'occupational mobility', which seems
to depend on two separate factors;

both a general level

of competence, and also the extent to which job related

In fact, occupational

training enriches this basic level.

mobility is ona of the main influences that affect manpower
policy, because~the extent to which labour supply and labour.
demand can be easily reconciled depends on occupational
mobility (whether at the level of firm, industry or country)~
The extent of occupational mobility, in both internal and
external labour markets,

~s

itself a reflection of the

national education and training system as well as the
industrial relations climate.

It is in fact possible to

devise a philosophical spectrum within which one can
identify the main emphasis of training policy.

One end of

the spectrum is market-orientated., representing technical
or investment preoccupations, while the other end represents
social and employment considerations.
this spectrum

i~,affected

by the extent

One's position on

to which

~ccupational

mobility has allowed reconciliation of supply and demand.
If general vocational training and job-related training are

both of a high standard, training policy will be able to
concentrate on advancing technical and investment aspects;

if either job-related training or general education and
competence is low, then occupational mobility will be limited,
and training policy will have to concentrate on improving
employment aspects.

These factors can also be seen as

determining the speed of actual innovation by enterprises

as compared with the potential for innovation.

There is

a telling example of this analysis at the most general
level of international comparison.

In the United

St2~as

there is an external labour market with high occupati0n2i
mobility, and .in Japan an internal labour market

hd_-'

i

h.i.gh
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occupational mobility;

in both these countries technical

and inv.estment decisions are relatively little constrained

by the social/employment aspects of technological development.
29.

Although no technical system can be divorced from its
social implications, there is plenty of evidence that
technology is not the sole determinant in work organisation
and that optimum investment must have both a social as well
as a technical dimension to be effective.

European fears

of the employment effects of micro-electronic technology
are part of our cultural background and rooted in our
industrial infrastructure.

They must therefore be

acknowledged and incorporated within a

manpower strategy,

but they must be seen in their proper perspective - they
are not intrinsic to the micro-processor itself.

Manpower

strategy as a whole will have to focus beyond the transition
stage, despite tne potential problems at this level.
It is important to emphasise the scope of social and
political action and control, rather than passive submission.
And although occupational mobility in Europe is low, .compared
with either Japan or the United States, our traditions of
a generalised education and training provide a mental
flexibi~ity th~t !~ ~l'@~dy @ppfgprl~t~

ai ~

foundation,

from which more Job-specific skills necessary in microelectronics can be developed and adapted.

II..

·~

i

t
~
i

Training Policies
30.

iI

This, necessarily brief, outline of: the factors which should

I

::
j

determine education and training policies shows that many

r

of them combine to point towards specifically European

lI

responses.

i

The next stage in technological development

with its focus on application offers Europa some new
advantages.

The significant difference between European

l
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and non-European countries lies in the.charecter of our
educational and social evolution and one of the key
conclusions of this study is that only a strategy which
takes full account of this from the very beginning can
hope to maximise European opportunities.

If this

conclusion is accepted then there is a good case for
the development of.training policies which .are concerted
.~

l,

for the whole Community.
Indeed, this may be the first
· case where external conditions point to the benefits of
a pro-active joint European training strategy.

Short-Term Action
31 •. A consequence of government financial support to encourage
the industrial development of a more specialist userorientation (suc9 as was indicated in para 14) rather than
the large scale integration of electronics manufacturers
and suppliers, would be a systematic training campaign in
enterprises in the secondary and tertiary sector.

The

specifications fbr training programmes at various levels
(including senior ma~agement and workers/employees representatives)
could be prepared by a multi-disciplinary team, which could
also be multi-national and which could draw on the extensive
work already done in some Community countries*•

The authors

have encountered teams which included members with expertise
in electronic engineering, computer science, vocational
training, personnel management and trade union organisation.
Their experience could make a suitable starting point •

..

I

32.

In a similar vein governments should encourage more investment
in, and wider availability of, PTT lines and more access to
telecommunicatio~s.

Such a development would involve

extensive work on improving the compatibility of the ··

* E.g.

the multi-disciplinary team at the Copenhagen School of
Economics and Business Administration.

:~ious
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national

system~

and as a result give considerable advantages

of both size and sophistication to the European industry.
The pro_b!ems of reconciling electronic and electro-mechanical
interfaces are

~

traditional European strength and an area

r'

of increasing t~chnical importance to the industry as a whole.
33.

More generally, industry sectors or, more likely, individual
enterprises will cope with such on-the-job training as is
necessary as a result of using micro-electronics.

The

relatively slow rate of absorbing new technology will make
it possible to continue the use of well tried methods of
training.

Conversion training at work would become easier

if it were supported by a greater general knowledge and

understanding of computers.

Distance learning for adults

can become an important method for this purpose.

In the

Netherlands, for instance, 20 lessons on micro-computers
were transmitted via TELEAC in the winter of 1978-79, whose
purpose was to introduce the technical knowledge required
to work.with micro-computers to a broad audience.

Over

14,000 viewers participated and completed the ancillary
homework course.
34.

A much more serious problem will arise, if not immediately,
then certainly in the medium term, over the disappearance of
boundaries between occupations and the subsequent breakdown
of traditional oc'cupational structures.
A typical case has
been the impact of the new technology on the newspaper printing
industry.

New Technology Agreements such as are advocated

by the British ,T.u.c. and which are also.,practised in other
European countries aim to regulate negotiations between
employers and workers in a new situation.
been

f~

There have, however,

signs of facing these problems in the structures

of vocational education and training.

In rrance one speaks

of 'double metiers' because some knowledge of data processing

..,...,..,""'···,.

···-------------------------------------------..................._
...
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are being added to· established occupations.
some

1

Berufsbilder

1

In Germany

are being similarly amended and a

new occupation 'Datenverarbeitungskaufmann' has been
recognised since 1969.

In the UK new ground has been

broken· in the training of programmers, most of whom lacked
what were considered basic educational

qualifications~

But these measures are adaptive and do not do more than
scratch the surface.

The time has come when serious

planning for new qualifications and competencies

oug~,t

to

start, planning which recognises that many established
occupations may disappear or be changed almost out of all
recognition.
35.

The major impact o·n secondary education should be considered

under the longer term repercussions but some help to cope
with the more outward aspects of the new technology can be
given to school children immediately.

A good deal of

I

work has already been done in all member countries, and
many examples of good practice are available.

They include

the acquisition of keyboard skills, the recognition that,
for work purposes, it is logic rather than mathemati~al
ability that most of the labour force will require and the
ability to handle binary arithmetic.

Medium and Longer Term Action
36.

Despite the pressures to concentrate on

all~viating

short

term problems, the longer term prognosis of successful
adaptation is more optimistic, if more fundamental, and
that is the real challenge to which a manpower strategy
must respond.

Decentralisation, made possible by the

advantages of distribution as opposed to centralised
processing, probably means a trend towards smaller inde;:·.?ndent

P ..
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units instead of large time sharing systems, and this may
be of more than a purely technical significance.

This

trend is not restricted to industries heavily dependent on
data processing - group technology and cellular manufacture
means that the economic benefits of large scale production
are now being extended to the

manufa~turing

of small batches.

The impact of computer-aided manufacture will have extensive
economic, social and environmental consequences.

Such an

economy would be characterised by increasingly 'capital
intensive and automated production of what are in effect
capital goods for the home, accompanied by an +ncreasing
proportion of fin~l production being carried 9~t at home.+
'

With the available technology it is already

\r

pq~sibl.e

to

j1

convert .some industrial and much office work ±pto cottage
industry.

This development would further consolidate skills

and competencies wryich are needed at work and at home.
The objectives of vocational training and general education
would become even more integrated and mutually dependent
than they are now.

37.

One of the shifts in skill patterns which will give work
profiles· a new look is the increasing importance of processes
which cut across occupational boundaries.

Another is the

ascendance of more abstract competencies such as planning,
communication skills, team work skills, persistence and
attention to detail, at the expense of some of the more
tangible skills *•

Various other studies point to such

qualities as coping with uncertainty;

creative thinking;

manual dexterity pn a par with reading, writing and
calculation skills;
learn by oneself.

and most important the ability to
There has been an unspoken assumption

that these qualities are acquired by a kind of osmosis, an
unconscious process of assimilation.

Schools are not in

the habit of describing their learning objectives by quoting
these qualities.

*

+See Annex 2, no 28.

They are concerned with knowledge;
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with the analysis of facts or events;

or with the process

of reaching a pre-determined solution.

In spite of our

long history of class room experience, formal and general
education has not offered many learning opportunities which
helped young people with more than the more superficial
competencies needed for work and life.

The new technology

is reducing the distinction between work and life skills
_and it will be a painful but necessary task for

sec~odary

schools to embrace that perspective.
38.

It would be overstating the case to conclude that

!bL

vocational training will become generalised in this way.
f

On the contrary, the more we succeed in custom building
systems for each enterprise and the more operations
become decentralised, the more highly job specific
training will be needed at each of the different levels
of responsibility and action.

Moreover, it will be

impossible to obtain this training anywhere else but
on-the-job.

The interface between the training

responsibilities of the community (the state or a local
public body) and those of employers will gradually become
more transparent and less ambiguous.

Employers will

have to bear the cost of job specific training and of
much of the re-training which is needed for development.
On the other hand a great deal of the initial broadly
based vocational preparation and training will become
a clear public duty and more under public control.
39.

.

Finally, what will be the effect on our societies?
The development of micro-electronic applicatlons is
unlikely of itself to redress polarisation, which is
rooted in both social and geographical

•

origins~

But

since the introduction of micro-processors will affect
I

.

first and foremost toe jobs with lower skill profiles,
the opportunities of greater equality for women are
likely to grow, despite the relatively high

attritio~

J"··" -· •
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rate of jobs traditionally viewed as women's employment.
The competencies required in the new types of jobs are
culturally as accessible to women as to men and are less
encumbe.red by social traditions and taboos.

In fact,

many of the qualities which have been traditionally
disregarded as female abilities are now becoming useful·
assets,

~.g.

persistence, attention to detail, learning

by doing etc., and devising and following a programming

instruction has been likened to a knitting pattern.
Most of the software houses already employ a high
proportion of women in manufacturing.
40.

In the space of this report is is only possible to raise

soma of the issues without a full discussion or documentation.

A far more detailed treatment will be needed i f action on
any one or more of the issues is to be undertaken.
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ANNEX 1

(Contributed by Rhiannon Chapman)

Analysis of skills required in iobs in the electronics industry

This description is not a definitive statement Qf all
~·

the skills necessary in electronics, but it is 'ufficiently

...

detailed to show the shift in emphasis from tec~niques to

process competence.' ' It is probably still usefGl
to list
r.
some of the more significant requirements for specific
'technical' competences, which form the basis for present

employment in large sections of the electronics industry
!

i.

and they are listed as Section D.

They are not invariably

the stated requirement for all jobs;

and the changing

nature of the industry itself ensures that some of them
will disappear, in time, and others take their place.
In general, these competences are facile, and readily
amenable to training/retraining.

The ease of their

renewal depends on the more fundamental skill base which
!I

f.

!
I

iI
l

!l

!
l

t

!

must be developed as the foundation of jobs in microelectronics manufacture and marketing and in Data
Processing.

lk I ..0 :iA

!
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A.

The design and manufacture of electronic components and
aguipment.
There are four main job groups in electronics manufacturing which
account for between

60~~90%

of all employment in electronics

companies - the remaining functions are those performed in all
companies;
i)

managerial, administrative, office, data processing ate.

Engineering
Both mechanical and electronic engineers are needed for

R & D, design, quality control, manufacturing and sales .
support:\

motivation to put new technologies to practical/
profitable use;
ability to analyse technical data in detail;
a rational, logical approach to the organisation
and interpretation of data;
initiation of actions in response to the recognition
of a problem area; and ability to follow-through
own initiatives to an agreed conclusion;
ability to work with and through others (normally
not in a 'line'.relationship);
ability to communicate (in written and verbal
mode, formally and informally), end to put across
persuasive argument without baffling/antagonising/
alienating audience;

.... ~ .......... 't

'
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administration of budgets, time scales and other
limited resources;
documentation skills and discipline;
appreciation

o~

market needs and trends;

creativity, able to take a 'challening' approach
to problem-solving;
sensitivity to the need to maintain a balance
between technical excellence·on the one hand, and
cost, manufacturability and delivery time scales
on the other;
(

of the social dimension to technic~!
design, and recognition that therefore the optimum

aware~ess

system is different from technical excellence.

ii)

Software
Software design is still evolving as a discipline - it overlaps
to a greater or lesser extent with hardware design activities,

:-·:

especially in the area known as systems engineerin9iJ
Software
specialists are usually paid and graded in the same structure
as design engineers, rather than as data processing staff.
1,/

As with engineers, as time goes by, more and more emphasis
will be placed in the development of executive capability and

,

market knowledge - in contrast to the currant position, where
they are largely seen as 'outside' the conventional organisation
and merely providing a service to it:orde~l~ approach to the analysis of abstract/

conceptual problems (philosophical rather than
mathematical};

•

concentration on detail;
i.

ability to communicate with, and work in concert
with, a small, highly interactive and po.jaibly
multi-disciplinary group;

-

-.
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creativity combined with discipline (especially
in the testing and documentation phases);
understanding that socio-technical system and
desig~.are

iii)

a factor in technical expertise.

Technicians
These jobs cover a wide range of supporting technical roles,
e.g. in documentation, provisioning, routine maintenance,
fault-tracing and diagnostic testing, setting up experimental
rigs, commissioning, implementing process changes, drafting,
inspection, model making etc:manipulative skills;
ability to learn while doing, attain practical
familiarity with the technology in its day-to-day
application;
methodical with detail;
diagnosis interpretation of

techn~cal

data and

selection from a range of alternative technical
responses;
ability to tabulata and present information in
graphical form, as well as basis, verbal and
writ~en reporting;

ability to interact with engineers and to interpret
their requirements in practical form;

end with

production staff, often in an advisory/supervisory/
training roles;
ability to combine an interest in technology with
~ l".i\i,lQ ~o.he.NfW~

tQ

@~tabl.:ian~d pNc~dut'~$

and

disciplines;
some ability to anticipate non-routine problems,
and undertake basic planning routines.

•
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iv)

Production operators
These are employed in a range of manufacturing activities,
including new fields such as wafer fabrication and mask-making
as well as the more common component sub-assembly and final
assembly, inspection and testing.

These tasks are mainly

'semi-skilled' and no formal apprenticeship is required, but
performance and confidence continues to grow and develop with
~

familiarity of the characteristics of plant process and '
materials.

The central feature of this 'new' skill of·

process operating is decision-making, and although the routine
may seem monotpnous, downtime is extremely expansive and leads
to periods of intensive activity:dexterity with manipulation, e.g. of small
components, wires; working to extremely fine
parameters;
use of microscopes;
b

ability to work as member of a team (with.
eng~?eer,

technician, etc.);

ability to appreciate importance of adherence 'to
procedures, 'good housekeeping', cleanliness;
adaptability to odd environments, e.g. 'clean'
rooms, and use of unfamiliar terminology.

B.

Customer Services
i)

'

§ervice
Service technicians are now falling into two types a)

Field Technicians, who have the customer contart, and
lesser technical skills, apart from simple diagnosis

(increasingly, dona by 'black boxes').

Their skills

...... ..-

....

---~-·

.
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and competence are basically the same as those required
of technicians, but with less technical bias (unless
wo~ing

built

on prototype or highly sophisticated, custom-

equ~pment).

Thera is one other particular skill

ability to represent the equipment supplier,
to the customer, on the customer's premises;
assess the problem quickly and select from
the range of possible technical and marketing
responses available at the time.
b)

Bench Technicians, who would do detailed fault diagnosis
and repair ~t the supplier's base.
Again, these jobs
require the same skill as a technician, with one
additional component
ability to work on their own, or supervise
a repair team, as required.

ii)

Data c~llectionJPreparation
This is an area undergoing change - many clerks are now
doing the collection and preparation themselves as part
of their own job and activity, which includes direct access
to a terminal.
Specialist data collection clerks are now
normally keyboard operators as opposed to punch operators,
but would also have to prepare data on card, disk and tape

,

media.

l
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c..

Data Processing

i)

Systems Analysis
Increasingly, these are becoming business analysts, involved
at senior, strategic levels in, e.g. business planning and
organisation planning activities.

Where the DP Manager

once reported into the Company Secretary or financial Controller,
he/she now often has direct access to the Managing Director,
either as a 'special relationship', or as a direct reporting
line:creative approach to the application of new
technologies to the user's information systems;
able to analyse functions in detail, and translate
them into data processing terms;
ability to recognise organisational needs and
to initiate actions to enable the information/
data processing system to respond;
ability to work with and through others (not
normally in a 'line' relationship);
able to communicate (in written and verbal mode,
formally and informally), and to put across
per,uasive argument without baffling/antagonising/
alienating audience;
quantification and administration of budgets, timescales and other limited resources;
high quality documentation skills and discipline;
appreciation of developments in the market, trends,
etc, and the ability to take these into account in
system design;
creativity - able to take a

'challening~

ap0roach

to problem-solving;
sensitivity to the impact of system design on the
structure of jobs, skills, etc. in the

o~ganisation;

and the ability to advise user management on this
aspect.
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ii)

Programming
numsracy to average secondary school level;
ability to concentrate on laborious detail, in
the translation of the programme specification

'

into coded instructions;
ability to select from a (limited) range of
possible instructions, to give the most appropriate
application to the programme specification;
able to interact ·with systems analysts and other
programmers in small groups.
iii)

Operations
There is a significant difference in the jobs of Computer
Operators in large installations compared to those in small.
The former tend to function under- Operating Systems (which
are intended to improve the utilisation of the equipment by,
e.g •. queuing the jobs automatically, rather than depend on
the operator to teed the jobs through).

Some OP

~anagers

feel that the OS uses so much computing power in itself,
that any real gain in efficiency is arguable.
Small Installations:ability to appreciate the general functions of
the computer room and develop a familiarity with
the equipment - monitoring, loading programme,
queuing the jobs etc.;
some (limited) diagnostic skills, when problems
occur;

such as to know what action to take in

an emergency and save 'downtime' on the equipment;

f

. I

ability to maintain basic logs during the shift,
and hand over effectively to the next shift;
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self-sufficiency, such that he/she can comfortably
work alone in the somewhat 'sterile' environment
of the computer room, for long stretches of time;
maintaining awareness of the equipment's functions,
without much need for involvement of activity.
l

Large Installations:Here the activities are so very much equipment-led, that the
operator is required to do little other than be present to
deal with any stoppages/emergencies.

As this is invariably

shiftwork, there is very little interaction with others;
but the operator becomes accustomed to high earnings.

DP

Managers therefore usually ask for a fairly high level of
I

academic attainment and potential leadership/programming/
systems analysis skills:

because Operations cannot offer

a worthwhile job, in the longer run, to the kind of people
they want to attract.
this area, one of the

Because of the high turnover in
1

competences 1 required of senior

operators, is the ability to train others.

l
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o.

Technical Skills
use of calculators;
use of basic test equipment (Avos, analysers,
oscilloscopes, etc.);
drawing (with sufficient accuracy and detail to
convey ideas);
ability to read logic and circuit diagrams;
ability to read computer code;
familiarity with computer hardware;
familiarity with keyboard;
ability to manipulate controls;
awareness of international standards, safety
standards and local product liability laws;
ability to operate standard machine-shop
equipment;
ability to operate inspection/measurement equipment
(micrometers, guages, etc);
awareness of process costs.
In Data Processing, it is important to draw the distinction between
keyboard proficiency - as expected of a typist - and familiarity.
Analysts

familiarity with computer processes;
with VDUs, increasing need to use keyboard.

Programmers -

keyboard familiarity;
appfepiation of how Operating System works.

Operators

keyboard familiarity;
hardware familiarity.
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ANNEX 2

We gladly acknowledge that many of the ideas expressed in this paper
have been developed in sympathy with and drawn inspiration from the
various reports which have already been published in different
European countries.

Some of the most relevant of these are listed

below:
1.

'The Impact of Micro-Electronics on Employment in Western Europe
in the 1980's', European Trade Union Institute (Publisher:
Kopke, Brussels).

2.

,European Society faced with the challenge of new information
technologies:
Communities, COM

3.

~nter

a Community response':

LJ27 650

(Commission of the European

final).

'Micro-Electronics - a new dimension of technological change and
automation': G. Friedrichs, 1979- a paper submitted to a fAST
seminar at the Commission of the European Communities.

4.

Papers submitted to the Special Session on the impact of microelectronics on productivity and employment, Working Party on Information,
Computer and Communications Policy, OECD 1979.

l

s.

'Employment and the new M4cro-Electronic Technology':
of the European Communities (COM ~Q7 16 final).

6.

'Technical Change and Unemployment',

1.

'Micro-Electronics, information technology and its effects on

c.

Commission

rreeman, DECO, January 1978.

developing countries', Dr. Juan F. Rada, July 1979, European
Coordination Centra for Research and Documentation in Social
Sciences, Vienna.
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e.

1 The

Impact of Electronic Digital Technology on Traditional Job Profiles',
N. Bjtrn-Andersen, Special Session on Impact of Micro-Electronics on
Productivity and Employment (27-29 November, 1979), Information Systems

1

~

Research Group, The Copenhagen School of Economics and Business
Administration, Denmark.
9.

'Sociological Jmplications oP Computer S~stems', Niels Bj-rn-Andersen
and Leif Bloch Rasmussen (Hugh Smith and Thomas Green, ads), Man-Computer
Research, Academic Press, London 1980.

10. 'Auswirkungen einer breiten Einfuhrung
"
von Mikrogrozessoren auf die

Bildungs- und Berufsgualifizierungspolitik',

Battelle, Untersuchung

im Auftrage des Bundesministers f~r Bildung und Wissenschaft, Bf-R-63 868 /
BMBW PO 11500.
11. 'Der Einfluss neuer Techniken auf die ArbeitsplHtze', Institut rnr

Systemtechnik und Innovationsforschung {lSI), Institut fur
" angewandte
Systemanalyse {IAS), Karlsruhe 1977.
12. 'Mikro-processoren- Auswirkungen auf Arbeitskr~fte':

Werner Dostal,

Klaus Kestner, Mitt AB 2I 77, Nurnberg.
"
I

1

13. 'Micro-electronics: secondary and tertiary changes in technology and
society': E. Braun, K. Brunnstein, L. Emmerij, G. friedrichs, A. King,

;.

1979.

14. 'Incidences de !'introduction des machines a ecrire dotees d'une memoirs

sur les emplois de secretariat charges de dactylographie', Centre d 1 etudes
et de Recherches sur les Qualifcations, April 1977.

15. 'Bientot 7 millions de chBmeurs's
June 1977.

P. Berger in 'Informatigue et Gestion•,
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. 16.

17.

'L'information de la Societe' a
Qocumentation rrancaise, 1978.

o.

Nora and A. "inc, Paris, La

'La micro-electronigue menace-t-elle 1 1 amploi? 1 & Problemas Economiques~
Paris N° 1618, 1979.

18.

'Automation, travail at emploi's

IRIS- Universite de Paris

Dauphine 1979.
19.

'Informatigue at Societ~: collogue international': papers from a
colloquium organised by the French government in 1979.

20.

'Las emplois du secretariat at las emplois de bureau connexas's
N. Mandan, CEREQ, October 1979.

21.

'~icroinforrnatics

and Work Organisation- a case

G. Gasbarri and P. Maggiolini, Italy.

study~:

c.

Ciborra,

Published in EuroMicro

Journal, Vol.4 no 4, July 1978.

22 •

1

Maatschapeeliike gevolgen van de Micro-Elektronica•:

Rapport van de

adviesgroep Rathenau, Staatsuitgeverij.
t

23. 'The impact of cbio tecbnolggy on employment and the labgy& market's
Metra Consulting for the Ministerie van Socials Zaken, Netherlands 1979.
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24. 'rinal report on Technoloqy Assessment of Computer Integrated Automatic
Factory':
25.

published by M.E. Merchant in CIRP Annals Vol. 25 (2) (1976).

'~icrocircuits,

Societ¥ and Education', W. Gosling, Council for Educational

Technology for the United Kingdom, 1978.
26. 'The applications of Semiconductor Technology', Advisory Council on
Applied Research and Development, September 1978.

A brief assessment of the industrial
27. 'The micro-electronics revolution.
impact', by Keith Dickson and John Marsh, Occasional paper- Technology
Policy Unit - University of Aston in Birmingham, December

28. 'After Industrial Society?', J.I. Gershuny,

~acmillan

29. 'What Microprocessors mean', Michael J. Earl in
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37.
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